FOURTH GRADE RECOMMENDATIONS

The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate
A Boy Called Bat & Sequel by Elana K. Arnold
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing by Judy Blume
Lola Levine Series by Monica Brown
Lowriders in Space Series by Cathy Camper (Graphic Novels)
Anna Wang Series by Andrea Cheng
No Talking by Andrew Clements
Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo
Carver Chronicles Series by Karen English
Wolves in the Walls by Neil Gaiman
Geronimo Stilton & Thea Stilton Series
George by Alex Gino
Escape From Mr. Lemoncello’s Library by Chris Grabenstein
The Whole Story of Half a Girl by Veera Hiranandani
The Fourteenth Goldfish by Jennifer Holm
Chasing the Dream Zayd Saleem Series by Hena Khan
Captain Awesome Series by Stan Kirby
Lunch Lady Series by Jarrett Krosoczka (Graphic Novels)
Auntie Luce’s Talking Paintings by Francie Latour
The Misadventures of the Family Fletcher by Dana Alison Levy
In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse by Joseph Marshall III
Finding Winnie: The True Story of the World’s Most Famous Bear by Lindsay Mattick
Power to the Princess by Vita Murrow
Stanley Will Probably be Fine by Sally J. Pla
Knights of the Kitchen Table & Other Time Warp Trio Books by Jon Scieszka
I Survived Series by Lauren Tarshis
Absolutely Alfie Series by Sally Warner
Bobby Series by Lisa Yee

HIGHLIGHTS: